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A View from Our President:
Out of the Gloom

Convenience,
Comfort & Variety
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These are only three of the numerous words available to describe the
beauty of Wisconsin Aviation’s private air travel service. If you have
never had the pleasure of chartering one of our planes, you certainly
owe it to yourself to check it out the next time a travel opportunity
arises.

The Reasons
There are many reasons people utilize the air charter services of
Wisconsin Aviation. Some of the more popular ones are listed below:
• Business trips
• Transportation of cargo and parts
• Sporting event outings
• Group day trips to see fun, interesting places
• Transportation of donated organs
• Other time-critical situations
Continued on page 3

While many of us in Wisconsin (and elsewhere) wipe away
our tears and work to pull out of the funk from our beloved
Packers’ playoff loss, surely folks elsewhere are despairing
over their own teams’ challenges or jumping for joy at
their successes. No different from every other end of the
season, we always seem to move on and begin to anticipate
the next season with renewed hope and excitement. But of
more importance are the challenges, changes, failures, and
successes of the world’s fight and reaction to the pandemic.
Much different than sports and certainly not a game, we as
a civilization will certainly find a way to move on. Whether
it’s shots, boosters, pills, herd immunity, or who knows what,
the day is approaching where COVID will no longer dictate
our actions and functions.
It certainly is interesting to observe how differently different
folks and different areas have reacted to the curse. As
aviators rapidly moving across every area of the country
and crossing national boundaries, we certainly see vast
differences in the reaction to the virus and how it is handled.
One thing is for sure: the effect of COVID has been very
strong on general aviation—strong in a positive way. Our
industry has seen a tremendous influx of folks who had
never been exposed to the sheer joy of experiencing what
a charter or private flight is like. We wondered how many
of these new users would stick and become regular users.
The percentage is high, so high that used aircraft prices
have skyrocketed (like some other items)—if you can find
decent aircraft at all. The ability to travel only with your
own people, going directly to wherever your final destination
is, and arriving at the airport just when you want to depart
seems to be what has first-timers coming back again and
again. We welcome them, and I can attest to how much fun
it is fly these folks and how much they enjoy the experience.
Continued on page 10

A Proud Moment
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Garmin’s G500 TXi Retrofit Upgrade
Garmin’s G500 TXi Retrofit Upgrade
Fall in love with your plane all over again.
Fall in love
your
plane all over
Elevate
yourwith
flying
experience
with again.
one of our
Elevate yourGarmin
flying experience
with one of our
customized
upgrade packages.

customized Garmin upgrade packages.

Platinum Upgrade
$109,995**
Platinum
Upgrade
$109,995**
Dual 10.6" G500
TXi flight deck system, GTN 750Xi/650Xi combo,
GFC 500
Dual
TXi flight
deck system,
2-axis10.6"
withG500
yaw damper
autopilot
systemGTN 750Xi/650Xi combo, GFC 500
2-axis with yaw damper autopilot system

Gold Upgrade
$84,995**
Gold
Upgrade
$84,995**
Dual 10.6"
G500 TXi flight deck system, GTN 750Xi/GTN 650Xi combo
Dual 10.6" G500 TXi flight deck system, GTN 750Xi/GTN 650Xi combo

Silver Upgrade
Silver
Upgrade
GTN 750Xi/GTN
650Xi combo with GFC 500 3-axis autopilot
GTN 750Xi/GTN 650Xi combo with GFC 500 3-axis autopilot

Bronze Upgrade
Bronze
Upgrade
GTN 750Xi/GTN
650Xi combo
GTN 750Xi/GTN 650Xi combo

$66,395*
$66,395*
$43,495*
$43,495*

CONTACT US
CONTACT US
TODAY
TODAY

for a no-obligation
for a no-obligation

QUOTE
QUOTE
or to schedule your
or to schedule your

DEMO FLIGHT!
DEMO FLIGHT!

608-268-5006
8-i5s0A0v.6com
Avio6n0i8c-s2@6W
Avionics@WisAv.com

Smooth Air Upgrade 2 axis: $22,895; add yaw damper: $25,495
Smooth
Air Upgrade
2 axis: with
$22,895;
damper:
$25,495
GFC 500 autopilot
system coupled
the GI add
275 yaw
standby
indicator

Visit WisconsinAviation.com

WisconsinAviation.com
for additional details Visit
on each
package, including two informational webinars.
for additional details on each package, including two informational webinars.

Convenience, Comfort & Variety (continued from p. 1)
The Benefits

The benefits of chartering an aircraft are countless. Experience the
convenience, comfort, and unbelievable value for yourself.
• Convenience — Fly direct from your nearest local airport to
more than 5,000 airports, one close to your destination.
• Stress-free travel — No long lines, layovers, connecting
flights, or intrusive security screening.
• Time savings — Your time is a valuable asset; we help you
make the most of it.

GFC 500 autopilot system coupled with the GI 275 standby indicator

* Pricing assumes existing WAAS capability.
* Pricing assumes existing WAAS capability.
** Pricing assumes existing WAAS capability. Pricing will vary with requirements or
** Pricing
assumes
existing equipment,
WAAS capability.
Pricing will
with requirements
choices
of additional
panel options,
andvary
enablement
features. or
choices of additional equipment, panel options, and enablement features.

There aren’t too many more rewarding experiences for
a grandfather than watching his grandson follow in his
footsteps—and playing a huge role in the process. Keeping
with tradition, flight instructor Jim Zahorik had the proud
honor of cutting off the shirttail of his grandson, Jon
Maciasowicz, after Jon’s first solo flight on August 4 at the
Dodge County Airport in Juneau, Wisconsin. Jon’s father,
mother, brother, and grandmother were present to watch the
exciting occasion. Since then, Jon has continued on and
obtained his pilot’s license—and his mother, Kay, recently
retired from her position as an air traffic controller at the Dane
County Regional Airport in Madison. What an aviation family!

• Productivity — Ability to visit multiple locations in a limited
time.
• Efficiency — Take your team with you at no extra cost.
• Flexibility — Arrive and depart on your schedule.
• Comfort — Every seat is first-class.

WisconsinAviation.com
WisconsinAviation.com

• Security — You know everyone on your flight.

• Concierge services — Let us handle your ground
transportation reservations, hotel accommodations, and
catering needs.
• Diversified fleet — 20 aircraft from six-seat piston twins to
executive jets—a plane for every need.

The Cost

The cost to charter an airplane may not be as expensive as
you think—especially when you take into consideration the
unbelievable time savings. Unlike the commercial airlines, costs
are structured mainly on distance and aircraft type. Costs are
quoted for the use of the entire airplane, not for just one seat on
the plane, so it is most advantageous and cost-effective to fill all
the seats.
To view a sampling of our diversified fleet of charter airplanes, see
the centerfold.

• Reliability — Wisconsin’s premier air-charter provider
since 1981.
WisconsinAviation.com
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Service Bulletins and the Aircraft Owner

On Course

Expect the Unexpected
How my recent flight taught me a few things.
Everyone agrees that planning and pre-flight preparation are
a crucial part of general aviation. As a regular flyer and an
instructor, I practice what I preach. So, when I flew to Monticello,
Indiana (KMCX) on Friday, September 3, in a Cirrus SR20, I
took my time to carefully prepare. I looked at consumer weather,
aviation weather, ForeFlight, EZWxBrief, etc., and concluded that
we can do this flight under VFR. After all, clouds were forecast
to be 8K or higher with a slight possibility of some spotty light
rain developing later in the evening. Normally I file IFR (even in
clear weather), but I knew that ATC would route us well West of
Chicago if I did, thus making the trip much longer. A VFR flight,
however, would allow us to duck underneath Chicago Bravo
airspace and keep our track shorter.
I will now cut to the chase. The first leg went smoothly and
exactly as planned, but the last 30 NM of the final leg went
nothing like planned! Approaching the Janesville area from the
Southeast, I noticed a murky area ahead, making me wonder
if flight visibilities were going to remain VFR. I re-checked
Foreflight and the ADS-B weather. The area was showing light
precipitation, and pretty
much all the airports
nearby indicated VFR—
good visibility with
greater than 4K ceiling.
This was very interesting
because what I saw didn’t
seem to agree. Thinking
to stay under the deck, I
descended from a cruising
altitude of 3,500 feet to
3,000 feet, then 2,500
feet, but still didn’t like
what I saw ahead. True,
this is the flatland country,
but I’m not about to fly
over 25 NM at less than
1500 feet AGL.
I made an instant decision
to orbit and began
making 360 degree turns,
then radioed Rockford

FAA Safety Briefing - September 13, 2021
Approach requesting an IFR clearance from present position to
Watertown. To my surprise, they asked me if I could maintain
obstruction and terrain clearance to 3,000 feet. I confirmed and
they immediately cleared me to Watertown. My thinking was,
“This reduced visibility is a brief issue, and everything is going to
be fine after a minute or two.”
Well, I was completely wrong. I’m in and out of murky, misty
layers, which made it very difficult, if not impossible, to see
anything straight ahead. Rockford hands me off to Madison
approach, and the approach controller asks me if I want visual
or something else. The airport is VFR, so I should be able to fly
visual, but I’m 4 or 5 miles from the field and still have no visual
of the airport. The rain is heavier now, and the misty layer has
only gotten thicker. Requesting the RNAV 23 approach starting
at VOPYU, I’m cleared directly to VOPYU. I’m still thinking
that I’m going to see the airport very soon and will cancel IFR
to continue visual from there, but nope, still no visual contact
with the airfield. Checking the Watertown ASOS, it’s telling me
visibility is 10 miles and the ceiling is 4,500 feet. What the heck!
Clearly, I’m in a different quantum reality!
Madison clears me for the approach, so I continue and make the
turn onto the final approach course—but still no visual contact
of the airport! In fact, I can’t see much of anything ahead of me.
To make things worse, Madison approach is starting to sound
very crackly on the radio; I can hardly hear them. Nevertheless,
knowing foremost that I must fly my aircraft, I focus on the
approach.
Fully expecting to be visual at any moment, I key for the runway
lights, but still nothing—absolutely nothing! I’m nearing the
minimum descent altitude (MDA) now and continue towards the
missed approach point (MAP). I really can’t understand why
flight conditions are nothing like what the ASOS was telling me,
but finally, yes finally, I see the runway lights just before reaching
the MAP! I’m quite relieved and confirm that I’m set up for
landing. I experience a wet runway, of course, but otherwise it
was uneventful.

Manufacturers issue aircraft service bulletins to inform owners
and operators about critical and useful information on aircraft
safety, maintenance, or product improvement. Compliance with
service bulletins may or may not be mandatory, but you should
never ignore them when it comes to safety.
Are service bulletins mandatory?
The short answer is — it depends. If you are operating your
aircraft under 14 CFR Part 91, a service bulletin is advisory,
and compliance is not mandatory unless it is included in an
airworthiness directive. Keep in mind that even when a service
bulletin is not mandatory, you should always pay attention to it as
a means to ensure your safety. Let’s unpack this further.
Are service bulletins the same as airworthiness directives?
No. The FAA issues airworthiness directives (AD) and aircraft
manufacturers issue service bulletins (SB). ADs are legally
enforceable regulations, in accordance with 14 CFR Part 39, to
correct an unsafe condition that exists in a product. Compliance
with an AD is mandatory for continued airworthiness.
Manufacturers issue aircraft service bulletins in response to
identified maintenance and manufacturing defect issues to give
owners and operators critical and useful information about aircraft
safety, maintenance, or product improvement. Compliance may
or may not be required depending on the type of operation and
whether or not it is included in an AD.
If service bulletins are not mandatory, can I ignore them?
No. Manufacturers issue SBs to call attention to improvements
you should make to enhance your safety. It is also just good sense
to heed the advice of the aircraft manufacturer who is providing
important information about your aircraft.

?

Did You
Know

When an SB displays
the words “Mandatory,”
“Alert,” or “Emergency”
in big red letters, it is
emphasizing a significant
safety concern, and
manufacturers may ask
the FAA to issue a specific
AD to address the unsafe
condition. These mandatory
SBs can also get included
in an AD as an additional
source of information about
the unsafe condition. If an
SB is included in an AD,
then compliance with that
SB is mandatory for continued airworthiness.
However, do not ignore “recommended” or “optional” SBs.
Take note and ask your mechanic to check these items during
inspection. Make it a best practice to read, or ask your mechanic
to review, any SB that the manufacturer issues for your aircraft.
If cost is a concern, discuss this with your mechanic to determine
the best course of action. The SB may only be reporting a product
improvement that does not affect airworthiness or your safety.
Where can I find service bulletins for my aircraft?
SBs are available online, and they are free. Take a look at any
engine or airframe manufacturer’s website and you’ll find up to
date information on the safety issues identified from accident
reports, service difficulty reports, and any other data used for
safety analysis and product improvement.

So, what are the takeaways from this experience?

1. Inform you about the manufacturer’s recommended
inspection and maintenance items for your aircraft.

(1) Anything—especially weather—can change at a moment’s
notice! It’s imperative that pilots stay vigilant and constantly
evaluate their situation, especially when things aren’t going as
expected.

2. Help you detect trends and spot weaknesses.

You can also find information, guidance, recommendations,
and airworthiness concerns for your aircraft free of charge in
the FAA’s Special Airworthiness Information Bulletin (SAIB)
database. It is searchable by SAIB number or by aircraft make
and model. Subscribe and get the latest ADs and SAIBs delivered
straight to your inbox.

3. Advise you about items that may be wearing faster
than anticipated or items that you or your mechanic
might overlook.

Service bulletins are a great way to stay informed about product
improvements and safety issues that affect your aircraft. Take an

Continued on page 9

Service Bulletins:

active role in maintenance by reviewing inspection results and
discussing ADs and SBs with your mechanic.

Wisconsin Aviation’s Diversified Air Charter Fleet

A plane for every mission: 6-seat piston twins, 11-seat executive jets, and everything in between.
Piper Seneca Twin Engine

Piper Chieftain Cabin-Class Twin Engine

Cessna 414 Cabin-Class Twin Engine

Cessna Conquest II Propjet

1981
• Range—600 statute
miles

• Range—1000 statute
miles

• Range—1100statute
miles

• Range—2200 statute
miles

• Speed—185 mph

• Speed—210 mph

• Speed—220 mph

• Speed—350 mph

• Passenger seating—5

• Passenger seating—7

• Passenger seating—6

• Passenger seating—9

• Club seating

• Lavatory

• Pressurized

• Pressurized

• Crew—1

• Crew—1

• Lavatory

• Lavatory

• Crew—1

• Crew—1

Cessna Citation CJ1 Jet

Cessna Citation CJ2 Jet

Cessna Citation Encore Jet

Cessna Citation Encore+ Jet

• Range—1800 statute
miles

• Range—1800 statute
miles

• Range—2000 statute
miles

• Range—2000 statute
miles

• Speed—410 mph

• Speed—450 mph

• Speed—495 mph

• Speed—495 mph

• Passenger seating—7

• Passenger seating—8

• Passenger seating—9

• Passenger seating—9

• Pressurized

• Pressurized

• Pressurized

• Pressurized

• Lavatory

• Lavatory

• Lavatory

• Lavatory

• Crew—1

• Crew—1

• Crew—2

• Crew—2

• Inflight WiFi

To view our entire fleet of charter aircraft: WisconsinAviation.com

For no-obligation quotes: Charter@WisAv.com or 888-405-0211
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Simulator Training Available at UNU
Incredibly realistic and FAA-approved!

Upon the request of one of the Wisconsin Aviation flight
instructors, this article is on adult-onset diabetes mellitus.

Benefits of Simulator Training:
• Efficient training at a fraction of the cost.
• A great way to learn IFR procedures without the
distractions generated when flying an aircraft.
• Fly more approaches in a scheduled lesson than in an
aircraft.

Adult-Onset Diabetes Mellitus

• A classroom setting allows pausing to clarify things you
don’t fully understand.
• Experience failures that cannot be done in
actual airplanes!
• Wisconsin weather doesn’t affect the simulator!

Redbird LD
Features of the Simulator:
• Emulates the Piper Archer, Cessna 182RG, and multiengine Piper Seneca.
• Fully functioning G1000 panel.
• Accurately simulates complex IFR weather to include
icing encounters.
• 200-degree wrap-around vision.
• Worldwide terrain and airport database.
• Ergonomically designed for maximum
comfort.
• $80/hour (Instructor required at an
additional fee.)

For a tour of the Redbird simulator or to schedule a training session with an instructor,
contact Wisconsin Aviation-Dodge County (UNU): 920-386-2402 • WisAv@WisAv.com

A Visit with
the AME
Dr. Terry Turke

Dr. Terry Turke is an FAA Senior Aviation Medical Examiner
(AME) located in Watertown, Wisconsin (920-261-2020).

Impaired fasting glucose, or what used to be called pre-diabetes,
is diagnosed with fasting blood sugars between 100 and 125.
Two fasting blood sugars of 126 or higher make the diagnosis of
impaired fasting glucose.

It can become fairly complicated depending upon the medications
being used, as there are different waiting periods for different
medications.

For pre-diabetes (the FAA preferred term), the treating
physician must find the condition to be stable and no changes
recommended. There must be no symptoms and no hypoglycemic
(low blood sugar) events less than or equal to 70. Fasting blood
sugar must be less than 126, and a current (within last 90 days)
A1c (a reflection of blood sugar within the last 90 days) must be
less than or equal to 6.5 mg/dL. Medications must be none or
metformin only (after a 14-day trial with no side effects).

As noted, if the Type II diabetes is controlled by medication (noninsulin), a status report from the treating physician will be needed.
Information such as last encounter for diabetes, date of most
recent medication change for diabetes, A1c level and date, a list
of all current medications, a notation in regards to any side effects
from the medication, any hypoglycemia in the last year and any
evidence of progressive diabetes-induced end organ disease
(cardiac, neurologic, ophthalmologic, peripheral neuropathy or
kidney disease, and a statement that there is no administration of
insulin and that there are no clinical concerns.

If the above criteria are met, then the AME can issue, as this is a
CACI (condition that AME can issue).
Once an airman becomes an adult-onset diabetic or Type II
diabetic, it becomes a bit more complicated. With the initial
diagnosis, the AME must defer, as it requires FAA decision. That
being said, it is not that difficult—just a few more hoops to go
through. After the initial authorization by the FAA, the AME
can then issue subsequent medical certificates via AASI (AME
Assisted Special Issuance), assuming that all criteria are met.
If the diabetes is controlled by diet and there is no sugar in the
urine and the A1c is normal, the AME can issue.

It is possible to obtain a third-class medical while taking insulin,
and I have helped one airman obtain his medical. However, it is a
complicated procedure involving lots of testing, quarterly visits to
a physician, and very frequent testing of blood sugar.
The bottom line is that Type II diabetics can obtain a medical
certificate as long as their diabetes is controlled.

Ask the AME

Have questions about your medical or about the human factors associated
with flying? Send them to: Talewinds@WisconsinAviation.com or mail to
Wisconsin Aviation Talewinds • 1741 River Drive • Watertown, WI 53094

Love aviation and looking for the right place to work?

On Course - Expect the Unexpected (continued from p. 4)

Wisconsin Aviation offers an employee-friendly, family-value work environment.
As part of a dynamic industry, we offer many rewarding jobs and careers.

(2) As great as technology is, it’s imperfect! Ultimately, it’s
what’s in front you that must dictate your actions. Had I continued
without an IFR clearance, or if I wasn’t an IFR pilot, I would have
been in a pickle with a potentially different and unpleasant ending.






A stable company that has not laid off an employee for over 40 years.
Full-service facilities in Madison, Watertown & Juneau.
Employee discounts for those wanting to fly.
Commitment to growing employees in aviation.

We always welcome motivated individuals!
Visit our Employment tab at www.WisconsinAviation.com
or send a resume to WisAvCareers@WisAv.com.

(3) Be prepared to fly IFR unexpectedly, maybe to minimums! It’s
much more challenging than when you’re fully prepared from the
beginning of the flight. My mind was expecting VFR conditions,
and I don’t believe I switched into full “IFR mode” until during
the approach.

(4) It’s always imperative to fly the aircraft first and then exercise
your judgement as the PIC. Don’t hesitate to tell ATC what your
intentions are and ask for help.
(5) Preparation and planning are important; so is the ability and
willingness to make time-critical decisions and adapt to the
situation. I fully credit this to my focus on training, continuous
learning, and staying current and proficient!
Gopal Sundaramoorthy
CFI/CFII ASE; CFI-G Glide

WisconsinAviation.com
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Congratulations,
Superstars!
Solo Status
Ryan Bedford
Cody Biedrzycki
Josie Boelter
Keli Borem
Shawn Holmes
Lindsay Jilek
Eli Koehler
Peyton Laufenberg

Aircraft for Sale

A View from Our President
(continued from p. 1)

Also moving on in a positive way, we are working our way
towards spring, warmer weather, and all the joys that brings in the
northern climes. We are already getting bookings and hearing of
great adventures people are planning. There are so many things to
do and so many people and places to see. The pandemic of the last
two years may have limited us to some degree, but it sure is nice to
see us all starting to move on.
Thanks for being great customers and friends through all the
adversity we’ve all had to face.
Jeff Baum

Jacob Lisenby
Max O’Brien
Lauren Rusch
Dustin Sutton
Ben Tadych
Tyler Traxler
Corey Vick
Dustin Zebro

Certificates & Ratings
Aimee Scrima
Jianping Shen
Jayden Stocks
Dustin Sutton
Yan Wang
Kiel Wolff

Instrument
Thomas Karl David
Peter Geier
Shannon Ho
Gustav Klokner
Farhan Parekh
Alex Wroble
Commercial
Sam Adams
Mike Reisenleiter
Multi-Engine/Commercial
Derrick Siebert
Tom Stingl
Shaun Voskuilen
Flight Instructor
Brett Steger
Instrument Instructor
Brooks DeSpirito
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Well maintained on 135, 745 SMOH RAM VII, GNS-530W,
GMX-200 w/WX and 497 Skywatch, 650 MFD w/RDR-160
radar, WX-1000, GTX-345 ADS-B In/Out, 800B autopilot,
PowerPac spoilers, lots more! Reduced to $449,000!

Private
Cody Biedrzycki
Matt Goodwin
Shawn Holms
Nick Lindberg
Braeden Lueder
Max O’Brien
Tim O’Neill

1981 Cessna 414A – N351HC

1982 Cessna 550 Citation II – N214JT
• CAPS Replacement

• Transition Training

• Avionics Service

• Recurrent Training

• Composite Repairs

• SR20 & SR22 Aircraft

• Paint & Detailing
• Pickup & Delivery

Available for Rent

(see website for photos
and specifications)

1989 Cessna 560 Citation V – N569TA
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11,850 TTSN, 1950/1150 SMOH, Phase I-V completed 7/21,
GTN 750/650, GTX 345R/335R ADS-B In/Out, Primus 650,
SPZ-500, CVR. Well kept! $1,150,000

1980 Piper Chieftain – N629RM

D
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Needed…
Pilots to Fly
Jumpers!
If you have a commercial pilot
certificate and a total of 500 hours and
would like to build your hours, you can fly
for time with the Seven Hills Skydivers. If
interested, call Greg Porter @ 608-712-2544.

7325 TT, engines & airframe on Flex Maintenance Program,
Phase I-V completed 2/21. Garmin GTN 650, UNS-1 FMS,
Primus 300SL, SPZ-500, 345R/335R ADS-B. $399,000/OBO!

40 Years’
Experience
Acquiring
& Selling
Airplanes

Beautiful! 450 SNEW MT props, 940 SMOH (2/14), 11,600 TT,
Part 135, Fresh 1/22 annual, complete refurb 2014, GTN 750,
EDM 960, KFC-200, much more! $450,000

For full specifications and photos, visit our website at WisconsinAviation.com.
Partner with Wisconsin Aviation and take advantage of our proven brokerage process. Our detailed listings and
thorough aircraft reviews attract buyers from all over the world and give them confidence to take action! As one of the
Midwest’s largest aircraft brokers and a leader in the aviation industry, we are equipped to provide you with maximum
exposure and expertise guidance in the sale of your aircraft. Whether you are looking to sell, upgrade, or purchase an
aircraft, contact our sales team to find out how we can make your next transaction smooth and seamless.
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What’s Around the Corner
Feb 22

MSN – Private Pilot Ground School – Tuesdays for 12 weeks, 6-9 pm
Visit our website or Facebook page for more details.

Feb 24

MSN – Instrument Ground School – Thursdays for 12 weeks, 6-9 pm
Visit our website or Facebook page for more details.

March 14

MSN – FAA Safety Seminar – “Who Needs Training Anyway” – Monday, 6-8 pm
Register at FAAsafety.gov.

May 18

RYV – Hamburger Fly-in – Wednesday, 5-7 pm

June 15

RYV – Hamburger Fly-in – Wednesday, 5-7 pm

July 22

RYV – EAA 320’s “WOW POP” (Wings Over Watertown Pre-OSH Party)

July 25-31

OSH – EAA AirVenture 2022 – Visit us at Booth #3162

Madison, WI
Permit No. 1949

CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

Talewinds

is an informational newsletter published
quarterly at:
Wisconsin Aviation’s Headquarters
1741 River Drive • Watertown, WI 53094
(920) 261-4567 • (800) 657-0761
FBO locations:
Dane County Regional Airport (MSN)
Watertown Municipal Airport (RYV)
Dodge County Airport (UNU)
Email: Talewinds@WisAv.com
Website: WisconsinAviation.com
Facebook: Facebook.com/WisAv
Editor/Publisher: Jane Seeber
Circulation: 10,000

